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During collegiate years young men and women are making 
many of their major lifetime decisions about vocation, profession, 
career, employment, and a rnarr iag e partner. The importance of 
these choices ought not, however , lead to neglecting the minor de-
cisions to be made about one's continuing use of leisure, one's 
hobbies, and one's intellectual pursuits after formal schooling 
has been finished. A student should come to graduation with a 
backlog of books that he intends to re ad in corning year s. He 
should also have considered some ways of being a partici pult in, 
spectator of , or even patron of the fine arts and all those things 
that add beauty to human living. 
Such an interes t w art and beauty is one of the graces of our 
cultured life, not one of the daily necessities of our human lot. 
This way of using the mind lifts the educated man above the drab 
and brutish and merely utilitarian, gives the spirit some of irs 
finer pleasures, and helps us also in the appreciation of our faith. 
Beauty, after all, is one of God's more surprising gifts to our uni-
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verse, a treasure des1gned only for unelligent men; it is also one 
of the avenues by which we move cowards better knowledge and_ 
love of Him and deeper contentment with our worl d. Creating 
beauty in some one or other of the fine arts is one of man's nobler 
imitations of God's craftsmanship in making the universe. Gener-
ous appreciation of rhe beauties of nature and of artifacts is the 
nen best thing to making oeauriful things . 
Our collegiate studies provide some beginners' help in form-
ing good caste in us , especially in regard to novels, poems, and 
plays. Women's institutions usually give considerable attention 
ro music a~d plastic arcs. Courses in criticism and esthetics 
widen the fields of the arts in which we rake an interest. But 
even if we are familiar only with literature and the movies, we re-
alize fairly soon that some moral and religious dangers attend the 
steady pursuit of the arts . \1: e need to know the principles to 
guide ourselves in forming our policy in regard to reading, vis-
iting galleries, viewing movies and plays, listening to and play-
ing music, singing , dressing fashionably, raking photographs, con-
templ ating the decorations in our churches, buying beautiful things 
for our homes , watching or joining in dances, taking scenic trips, 
and even practicing the gentle art of horne gardening, The high 
personal standards of many Carbolic students account for _the 
trouble they feel in · regard to the several moral problems that 
plague the arts. 
An incomplete catalogue of these problems would include the 
matter of reverence for God, religion, and full human dignity in the 
arts; dangers of untruthfulness and insincerity in the artists pre-
sentations of his ideas in different media; risks to the faith; the 
use of arts for propaganda in unworthy causes; bad example of 
characters in stories and screen plays; scorn for human judgment 
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of moral guilt; risks to modesty and purity; a disordered sense of 
value s , a s though technique or entertainment or bod il y rad iance 
were more sacred than truth and virtue; and acute problems of offi-
c ial censorship and of personal refusal to see or hear the shoddy 
and tempting face us . The question of individual differences of 
sensitivity and of insight in the spectator is seldom easily solved. 
Music, dancing , and even lyric poetry so intensely move some per-
sons that these arts become a hazard to a disciplined and steady 
mind and to habits of duty and work. A Christian gentleman from 
time to time wonders what kind of artistic enjoyment he may invite 
his girl friend to attend. Not least of all, there is the prospective 
need of setting up some standards of judgment in regard to what 
one shall encourage, permit, and refuse to let his own children see, 
hear , and do . 
Every instructed Catholic knows that he is committed to solve 
each of these problems in a way consistent with his faith and the 
moral code. But two factors make easy solutions rare. The first 
is that artistic products often mingle wotth and worthlessness, 
beauty and coarse vulgarity, truth and error. Novels and plays mix 
ennobling and degrading passages. Many art media tangle sensual 
beauty with sexual appeal and confuse the prompting of the sexual 
appetite with a quite different pleasurable response to beauty. 
There are speckled novels, spotted plays, movies oojectionable in 
part, paintings and photographs only for the mature , satires on 
heroe s and saints,:iances where the line between art and impurity 
is almost indiscernible. If, secondly, one could trust the artist's 
moral standards in all cases , one could reach solutions of con-
sctence more readily. Unfortunately, one cannot always rely on 
the artists to be truthful, reverent, pure, and prudent. The artists 
themselves are not our moral guides for various reasons: some 
of them have false notions of the autonomy of art from human mor-
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ality; some imprudent] y ignore the dangers of scandal to the public 
when their works caus e harm together with good results; some by 
· · d desire wis h to exploit the original and unconventional· trawmg an , 
some merel y wish to commerci alize art or defy community codes by 
exploiting the shocking, the exc iring, and the wicked with but a 
secondary interest in oeaut y and artistic values. 
An honoraole , enough austere, way of solving the personal 
problem is to den~· oneself all unnecessary contact with the fine 
arts. Instead, one would cievote himself to purely religious or 
scientific interests. or to the mechanical arts, or to s uch emotion-
ally calm arts as architecture or gardening. This ascetic deci-
s ion deserves respect. But it is nor morally required of all, is 
impracticable in man,· instances , and will detract from the due de-
velopmem of a Christian humanist . 
A broader p oli cy, also very cautious, would limit one' s in-
terests to the arts as far as the y contribute to the teaching of the 
faith , the adornment o f rhe liturgy, and the glorification of the 
Christian religion. Th is standard of choice would allow for grow-
ing Christian culture anci save us from most of the dangers that 
art obj ects and artist ic creation present. But not from all dangers; 
for even sacrea art can comm unicate error , foster prejudice, be 
cheap, insincere. anc ugh ana rhus cake us away from God, occa-
sionally be too senci mem al a s in relig ious lyrics , and in a few in-
stances- such as visual poruayals of the Garde n of Eden or of the 
Last Judgment- ·may come dose to immodesty. 
For the arust himself who wi shes to g1ve himself exclu-
sively to religi ou s art, no e asy escape from moral probl ems is a-
vailable, since his training will surely lead him through the laby-
rinth of secular art and practic e. B ut let us come back to the art-
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loving audience. 
This restriction of one's viewing, study, and participation to 
the arts associated with the faith is not morally demanded nor can 
it be universally recommended to the laity. Secular and domestic 
art, social and personal themes in art, and arts almost purely re-
creative have place in life and suitably appeal to the human hunger 
for beauty. But in these arts, the moral problems become still more 
acute. We should know and follow the relevant moral principles in 
our own esthetic endeavors and enjoyment. 
The first pertinent principle is moderation in indulging our 
human curiosity to know lovely things. Eager desire is a dispo-
sition essential to growing knowledge and to consequent esthetic 
delight. But it violates right order and becomes a vice either be-
cause of unworthy motives or because of the way in which we try 
to know or because we attempt what is far beyond our present ca-
pacity to understand or because of moral dangers that accompany 
the object that we wish to know and our emotional response to the 
object. For example, my desire to read some current best-seller or 
see some current condemned movie may be vanity, ooastfulness, 
human respect, desire for a sexual thrill , or defiance of ecclesias-
tical recommendation that one abstain from reading or seeing it. 
The subject treated may also endanger me. It may legitimately 
deal with problems of married life or of slum existence or a refu-
gee's problems. Yet the presentation of that subject makes too 
vivid an appeal to one's emotions, excites the sexual apparatus be-
yond control, inculcates sympathy with divorce, adultery, or sui-
cide, builds up feelings and thoughts of despair, and desire for re-
venge instead of thoughts of compassion and reform. Facing these 
dangers, I must consider whether my curiosity ::;ec:ds ro be re-
strained in order to maintain right order in my thoughts anrl feelings. 
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J\oorher excess in curio s ic v commonlyaffl ictstourisrs 1n mu-
seums who rush through huncreds of artistic products in a few 
hours. No one should g lut himself in this way. 
It is silly to prerenci chat I simpl y must see , read. hear , or at-
rend something that is currentl y popular or char I will miss cor, 
much culture or face unusual embarrassment if I do not. Free men, 
men of princirles, are bound to do nothing object ionable , nothing 
against their will, to do only the good. There are so many thou--
sands of wholesome classics and noble objects of beauty to view 
and study that no one has rime or attention for all of them. 
Remembrance of the ethical theory of the three moral deter-
minants , namely, the act , the intention, and the moral circum-
stances. helps us in the problems of this area of human interest. 
Neither natural object nor any parr thereof and almost no artistic 
oo ject is in itself immoral; no act of reading , viewing, hearing, 
touching, imagining, thinking about, or even esthetically enjoying 
any natural or artistic beauty is itself immoral. {Esthetic enjoyment 
is of a totally ciifferent character than sexual enjoyment.) Almost 
no act of artistic production is immoral in itself. All these objects 
and acts are classified as morally indifferent , neither nood nor bad. 
Moral fault in knowing anci enjoying and creating beauty must, then, 
come from either the motives o r special circumstances. 
As in the case of curiosity alre ady mentioned, evil intention 
may be present in the an-making or art-enjoying activities. Music, 
for instance , may oe written or sung to excite social revolution 
against just auchorin·. Painters are know~ :.:. l1ave p ut their pas-
sion for paramours on canvas. 
Or the moral danger may arise from circumstances. For 10-
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stance, a Soviet film sattrtztng religion would disgust most of us, 
but its viewing could be a sharp danger to a few people. Most 
yoW1g men could view the Venus de Milo, undisturbed, but would 
have trouble with a picture of a half-disrobed girl friend, in spite 
of her singular beauty. Prudence must weigh personal dangers and 
predictable circumstances in these varying situations. Then, pos-
itive law which forbids subjects of the law to read certain books 
and classes of articles without authorization is a pertinent circum-
stance. One's pledges or promises to avoid b~ned films and play-
houses also restrict one's indiscriminate attendance. 
In regard to books, pictures, plays, films, songs, and so 
forth which may have dangerous consequences to faith or morals, 
one must apply the fourth element of the celebrated principle of 
the twofold effect of a good or indifferent act. According to this, 
a proportionately good reason is required for risking and for per-
mitting an evil effect such as scandal, temptation, or co-operation. 
May I read a passage in a novel that describes sexual intimacies? 
May I sit through a performance of Mr. Roberts? May I listen to 
dirty jokes in the theater or at a dinner? May I look at an orgiastic 
ballet in an opera? May I memorize a poem which describes a wom-
an's physiological attractions? May I even read the Canticle of 
Canticles in the BibLe? May I risk infection by the bitter cynicism 
of some plays and novels'? Only personal sincerity of conscience 
can answer these questions. Only personal censorship can protect 
each one. What is one's intention? What is the good to be gained? 
What is the evil that is probable or certain, and is there a propro-
tion between the good and evil? Sometimes such a balance of good 
and evil is present; sometimes it is missing, for the evil clearly 
outweighs the good. 
The man of good consctence tries to develop these habits of 
11 
attention and inattention, of appreciation and concentration which 
minimize the risk of evil or which change proximate danger of sin 
into remote probabilit y of moral consent to evil. To this lessening 
of moral dangers, an intellectual appraisal of an, an understanding 
of basic theory and technique , and focus on the truly esthetic fea-
tures is a valuable aid. One may listen to love songs or to arias 
about illicit Jove in operas in dozens of ways, in most of which one 
can filter out almost all the moral perils which the sensual melody 
and erotic words would suggest to one who keeps his attention 
only on those elements of the music. So , too, the nude and its 
representation can be among the fairest things on earth. But men-
tal attention and spiritual enjoyment must be on the beauty of the 
nude and not on the nude in the beautiful; or the ray of thought of 
the spectator must fall on problems of technique, composition, 
coloring, symbolism , intellectual communication of the artist's 
vision, and so on. Adam and Eve are usually painted undressed, 
but this fact contains a message about the original integrity of hu-
man nature or a reflection on God's oeautiful handiwork or a com-
ment of the disgrace of our first parents whom all their children see 
to be spiritually stripped. Such presentations have no intention of 
soliciting anyone to sin; in fact, disgust with sin and sorrow over 
it is closer to the idea. The same is true with the customary pre-
sentation of Truth as a thoughtful , disrobed woman. But even inno-
cent things can have mischievous associations and ignite the im-
agination. If such presentations upset one a bit, one may just dis-
regard the tactile sensation. Look to the idea or remember this is 
but painted skin or a paper body. The immediate danger in these 
cases can easily be made remote. But one must be sure that the 
intention is sincere and sound , not immodest and provocative. 
Other art products , however , may be highly perilous, either 
in general or to particular individuals. It is difficult to accept the 
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ous, either 
accept the 
excuse that understanding of the style of a certain novelist is a 
sufficient reason to allow us to wade through his blasts at the faith 
or his glorifying of the bohemian life. It is symptomatic of muddled 
intention if one lingers over or rereads morally troublesome pas-
sages. Some photographs taken of professional models are often 
objectionable and are scarcely suitable for close or repeated notice 
of readers. If there be any beauty here, it is negligible and has 
been reduced to a mere tool of the advertiser who is using a grace· 
ful or stupid woman to bring attention to fashion ads or bathroom 
equipment. The less any gentleman has to do with such ''junk," 
the better for him, and the sooner will sellers return to propriety. 
Some objects, labeled artistic, are intentionally immoral and 
almost certainly obscene, untrue, or intellectually dishonest. \1: itb 
these one should part company instantly, if only to preserve one's 
good taste, apart from any moral incitements. Little esthetic plea-
sure can be derived from these books, pictures , plays, spectacles, 
statues, and music, both because they contain little beauty and be-
cause the impure and deceitful element is too prominent. In spite 
of the legal fog which publishers, producers, and some few judges 
have generated, there is no great secret about the criteria for the 
obscene. The criterion is not that these objects treat sex or even 
illicit sex morals. But there are faults in the manner of ha:l< ·ng 
these subjects which common sense and family morals detect. The 
objectionable presentation snickers at sex, takes an irreverent 
attitude to it, degracies it by making it an end in itself , or sepa-
rates it from the context of human life, human character, and human 
contrition for evil. Again, sex is introduced to teach sexual use or 
misuse or to arouse temptation, nothing more, or to entertain 
through sexual interest rather than to uplift the mind or deepen un-
derstanding of human nature. Impure themes, immodest costu.-n.ing, 
and sex-loaded jokes are introduced though irrelev<!nt to plot , pw--
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pose, vision, and situation; they are used to cover up lack of artis- • 
tic ability, or to provoke a laugh, or shock attention when a story 
or play is dragging. Sometimes there is a sneer at others' ideals 
of chastity and modesty. Obscenity may also be discovered through 
the building up of suspense in dialogue or action or contrast that 
makes the whole business little more than a disguised strip tease. ' 
There is useless display without excuse of beauty, useless repeti-
tion, needless minute details of lovemaking, invasion of the same 
privacy of legitimate sexual embraces, emphasis not on anatomy 
but on orgasm. There are dozens of little tricks of inviting sexual 
feeling rather than admiration of beauty; complete unrestraint in 
erotic music, for instance; statuary of the inter-sexual naked em-
brace; the glance in the self-conscious nude who knows she is be-
ing improperly loved; revelry over sex. Since morality is normality 
and since sacred and lovely things must be treated in a sacred and 
lovely way, no gentleman can tolerate this sort of thing in his life. 
• , . 
No one is impressed, and least of all the obtuse peddlers of this 
sott of ''art," with the swaggering r.emark that ''I am a man of 
the world who can take this without harm." 
To those who ask me where to begin in developing their ap-
preciation of the beautiful, my opinion is a bit unorthodox, I fear. 
I do not suggest beginning with literatute or the movies or the 
theater. These ans tend to be merely entertaining or informative; 
they stimulate analysis rather than artistic contemplation. I prefer 
for a good many reasons to recommend that one begin with one or 
more of these arts: arts treating of religious subjects, raising flow-
ers, scenic photography, and learning to play one of the more dif-
ficult musical instruments. Their effect will be to deepen insight 
into the arts and to bring them very close to out daily home life 
and out habitual spiritual life. They will increase out happiness in 
tills world. They will keep our thoughts on many of God's fairer 
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gifts to mer.. They will preserve in us a Christian imagination 
peopled by God, Christ, His angels and saints, and the bright 
creatures of our Father's provident care. Purchase of a few sim-
ply beautiful things of our own such as a personal crucifix of good 
quality and some records of high! y structured music will train us in 
selection, admiration, and enjoyment. Do we not owe it to our-
selves as educated Christians to save ourselves from lifelong con-
demnation to nothing better than billboard art, colored comics on 
Sunday, and TV Westerns? These are not always trivial but man is 
- -
capable of the best. 
H.C.'s Friend 
Those of you, confident souls, 
Walk the streets eyeing goals. 
You know where the asphalt leads, 
Quickly you stamp the black little beads, 
Quickly you pass the dry woo poles, 
Closing doors, turning knobs, filling holes, 
Leading, following, finding losing, 
Sending, bringing, singing, mingling, 
Here, there, everywhere. You know death. 
You koow life. You can conquer worldly strife. 
You know doubt and pain and grief, 
You support religious belief-
BlX where are you? 
JOSEPH MAGRI 
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To Houault 
"Tan/ e t si /ong uement cbe rcbee 
Cher Rouau/t , t·o us Ia t·oy e.:: 
Cette face . ... " 
The face of Christ. Beyond the curning of a thousz.nd worJds 
And echoing of cosmic flames . . . vous La voyez. 
Not mirrored now in starlit things 
~or imaged, creatured by our clay 
But steepeci in stillness .. . 
Vision of Him. 
\\:ringing yet the breath from us 
Logos clothed in flesh of us 
~or ever lightning like His look. 
Is artist in you ashen now 
Anci impotent your hands? 
(IJ; hat streamlet stirs the thirst of Jonas, ocean-drowned? ) 
You. now flooded with Him 
Beauty-borne to prophets' , poets' land of promise; 
Nor sing, nor bring your brush to color; 
Silence only. 
This the vision) 
This the healing of our eyes 
now sick with searching? 
Silence onl y. 
Darkness yet. 
What thunder is there in our land that catches not your cry) 
What pain that sears so much we cannot share your wound? 
Looking up, you see Him only 
\l:'e ---- the explorations solely 
of your blinded touch. 
SMD 
I L o,u 
--
I 
\ 
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Media Vita 
by JOHN CONLEY, Ph.D. 
It was during the first hot days that Father Tolan, while on 
his way to the little side chapel, collapsed. The novice who was 
to have served his Mass discovered him soon afterward; he was 
trying, without comprehension, to get up from the floor. Present-
ly, propped with pillows, his eyes fixed and remote, he was speak-
ing to Father Rector, who stood at the bedside like a negligent 
stranger. Father Master carne in a moment later. He looked pre-
teroaturall y tense and drawn, said nothing, but studied Father 
Tolan as if what lay there was already uofleshed. Father Tolan 
was driven to retracing his words, for puffs of air got in the way of 
speech--an old man without a tooth in his head. ''It was nothing," 
he was saying and tried to sit upright. Then he stopped, not being 
able to recollect himself, lifting and dropping one of his habitually 
unwashed hands. 
Word got round to all the novices during the morning work 
period. Brother Hearne was among the last to know, since the 
greenhouse where he worked alone was some distance from the 
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cloister. Earlier in the week, on coming upon him near the lava-
tory, Brother Hearne had, as usual, offered Iris arm to Father To-
lan and had as usual been refused. For Father Tolan insisted on 
accomplishing his marches without even the aid of a cane, shuf-
fling one foot ahead of the other, pausing, then dragging the other 
foot and bending double. Wearing out the months in this manner, he 
awaited his end. Yet he would fulfill his span, trying neither to 
shorten nor to lengthen it, since all things lay in God. 
Dying, Brother Hearne reflected, is in a sense an affair of 
language. The martyrs, having given violent testimony--true ath-
letes of Christ--''win the palm of glory." The Church Fathers, 
who have earned digoifi~d and intimate rest, decorously ' 'sleep in 
the Lord." Wayfarers in an insubstantial world, the saints ' 'are 
received into everlasting dwellings." But what phrase is there to 
fix the passing of God's ordinary servants, who, at most, become 
illegible crosses on weedy graves? 
During the afternoon work period the novices talked of 
watches to be kept and made predictions, all in error: not in a week, 
not in two, would Father Tolan elude the vigilant community. He 
was surely dying, but as a votive candle dies within its glassy 
shell--flickering as if to husband wick and wax, then steady a-
gain, and at the last burning still, though all seems most cer-
tainly consumed. Indeed, days lay in store when strength would 
seem to return, when watching the suo strike through the tall, bare 
windows of his room, he might with some show of reason look for-
ward to saying Mass again. He must expect to tire more and more 
easily--so much was true; and to despise arm, cane or crutch would 
come too dear. This once he would have prodigious amoUnts of 
time free from all accouming to his mother, the OrJer, and to his 
Master, Christ. Surely he might indulge himself! 
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Toward sundown he was helped to the balcony before the 
novices should leave rhe slope and the outlying building s, and he 
had raken great pleasure in the youthful sounds and movements. So 
he had kept up his custom. He almost fell in a heap, however, and 
had to be carried back to his oed. 
At supper the ~ommuniry was insuucred to pray for Father 
Tolan-- to pray, as everyone understood, for his happy dear h. There 
it was: Father T olan had now to go to school again and learn the 
last great art, the art of dying well. 
Everybody knows that if we are to change , we must have 
anachronisms. Thus certain rules prescribed by Sr. Ignatius Loy-
ola as part of the uaining for novices had in rime become awkward, 
so chat many J esuit Novice Masters, particularly those holding of-
fice in the New V:'orld , had been put to it to rnake some show of 
having them enforced. These rules had to do with the spiritual and 
corporal works of mercy, and were looked upon, indeed denominated, 
as experimenta--trial s or te s ts. Of these was the caring for the 
sick--quire a different matter a fe w centurie s ago from what it has 
since become, when hospitals were not what they are now and nurs-
ing was done only by the charitable and heroic. But if it were out 
of the question now for novices to help out at a hospital, the Mas-
ter of Novices might nevertheless contrive to have an extra room 
occupied nearly all the time. And when the word contrive is used, 
it is not necessarily meant that the Master of Novices need have 
gone out of his way. For truly, what is a more common ailment 
than old age? And what is more usual than for the ripe religious to 
return to the walls of his scrupulous yc:.t:.? So the t hing w::.s gen-
erally accomplished as if by itself; the vis itor came, so to speak, 
on the wing. 
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The visitor ! I~ recognizable ways he was always the same. 
He was the priest who was gradually forced to curtail his walks , 
who helped out with confessions until it became plain that yes , af-
ter all, there was other work for him to do; he was that ineluctable 
figure who was forever trying to reach the other end of the hall--he 
was Father Tolan. 
Picture the man. He is stooped to the full-- quite to the far-
thest limit; stooped , that i s to say, until his back is well-nigh 
horizontal. His cassock twists on his shoulders and sag s in front ; 
then, wadding under the cincture, balloons to the floor. The upper 
lip is shriveled, accordion-like , in deep venical lines. The lower 
jaw is hanging unregarded. The hands , though the din is in-
grained in them , have yet a decided color of their own , and one , it 
happens, not so far different from that of d irt itself. There hovers 
about him, moreover, an odor that is not the odor of sweat and cer-
tainly not the odor of spring. It is an odor that , ordinarily, a per-
son would not place offhand; a nurse mi g ht kn cw it well , and an 
embalmer could describe it in detail. 
Meanwhile, with the help of Brother Beadle , Father Master 
had drawn up a list containing the name of every novice, arranged 
in pairs. Thus provision was made for the care of Father Tolan, 
the first pair of novices to attend him the first week, the second 
pair the second week, and soon for the whole of that indefinite time 
of his. But this arrangement meant that even at best not more than 
a small pan of the hundred-odd novices would see duty, and over 
a period far shoner than the minima.! month--in itself something to 
think about. But what of the second year novices, who had not yet 
had the • • opponunity," and for whom there would be no other? 
But why run it into the ground? Provision has been made, stitched 
in the sleeve of the flesh, provision for those who would be per-
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feet! who ~ould become exemplars of Christ! So think nothing of 
it when in the Garden of the Lord the part is offered up for the 
whole without the batting of an eye, and if there is irony here, it is 
only on the surface. For we live and die by the mean end of a 
synechcioche. 
When Brother Hearne went out to the evening recreation, lt 
was almost over. Although as head gardener he was exempt from 
scullery work he frequently vol umeered for it, since it was one of 
the things he liked to do least. Thus he put into practice the Igna-
tian principle of contraries. Yet he would not volunteer for any-
thing so often as to seem to overdo it--a penance in itself--going 
even so far as to give the impression that he had been asked to 
help out for that particular occaswn. He carried the business to 
such limits that he had finally perfected a manner of seeming to 
help only as one who at night removes an ooject from the sidewalk, 
as much our of petulance as our of concern lest the next person 
fall. For nowhere is sanctity so difficult of attainment as among 
religious. one are so suspicious of motives as they and none 
have greater reason to be. This is their antiseptic, yet not less 
t 
r 
~ 
their goad. ( 
This evening Brother Hearne had helped with the dishes; the 
machine had broken down, and bet een trying to repair it and to 
wash and dry by hand, everyone there had got through much later 
than usual. Brother Hearne had then gone to the chapel, where he 
had lingered without having a scruple. Perhaps he had figured 
that, since he was late already, a few more minutes would hardly 
make auy difference--if knowing him as we do, we have any right 
to accuse llim of such a dodge. At any rate, he remained absoroed 
far longer than a conscientious nov ice ever should. But absorbed 
by whose aid? Would it not oe just as reasonable to suppose, 
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in this instance, as much by the aid of the Devil as of God? Read 
p alladius. Read Cas sian. Read the Vitae P atrum. 'Nhat confessor 
if put to it would not hedge? 
On leaving the chapel, Brother Hearne had noticed something, 
something had caught his eye. It was a cassock with head and 
shoulders and a stink (great God.) all its own. Father Tolan? Not 
at all, but one who you might say had a certain claim on him. 
The novices have gone in long since; reading lamps burn in 
all of the cubicles; the late hour is at hand. But not really the 
late hour. If you hurry, there is still time to make the last com-
plete showing; the marquee is bursting with colored light and peo-
ple keep coming. Meanwhile, examen; and even that is over; the 
novices are filing down the corridors and into the chapel. 
Father 1aster and perhaps another were already there. The 
windows were open wide, the air was warm. Brother Hearne was 
seated toward the front. All were in prayer. When Father 1aster 
rose from the prie-dieu, he took hold of the altar railing for sup-
port and minutes passed before he turned, and slowly raising his 
head, faced the group. Does a liver complaint strike a man down? 
On the soul of Father Master weighed the soul of every novice. 
Into thy keeping, whispers the Lord. Or what says the Founder: 
1 1 See not in the person of the Superior a man liable to error and 
all manner of weakness by Christ Himself, who is the compendium 
of wisdom, the deeps of goodness, the infinitude of charity; who 
can neither deceive nor be deceived!" 0 God! 0 J esu Domine! 
0 nerves and sinews! 0 flesh and blood! 
Every evening at this time Father Master gave the novices 
an outline-practically a scenario--of the meditation that they were 
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to make on rising the following morning. This evening Father Mas-
ter chose, instead of an incident from Christ's life, a text--what 
novice does not know it well! ' 'If any man come to me and hate 
not his father and mother and wife and children and brethren and 
sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple." ( 
Father Master read the whole with charged intensity. More, 
he sought and held in a feat of nervous power the eyes of all the 
novices-- sought and held each eye in at once a single and col-
lective beam of attention. Heads turned with his head. Faces be-
came stern then and there; muscles in the cheek came and went. 
Beyond the altar railing dwelt the Sacred Presence, whereof 
the vigil light was the sign. A scurrying wind blew in and out of 
the chapel momentarily, yet long enough to dry a little the sweat 
on Father Master's shining fore head. In the evening there, tro u-
bled young men had i::>een known to watch and pray, while the Lord 
went out to them. Thou art a vessel of election. He had often spo-
ken but never more plainly than now; the novices knew of a cer· 
tain weight, and a few indeed, seemed to roll their shoulders. 
A child could have told that something was going wrong. It 
was not that Father Master was saying anything out of the way 
exactly; not, for there is a kind of theological modesty, that his 
words would have brought a blush to anybody' s cheek. Yet a per· 
son more or less familiar with the norm of Scriptural exegesis 
within the Church might possibly have pricked up his ears. 
This is the way that the Jesuit theologian Suarez handles the pas· 
sage: ''Who does not hate, that is, he who does not love his fa· 
ther less than he loves Me. For to hate frequently means the same 
as to love less," as ' 'I loved Jacob but hated E sau, that is I love 
him less.'' In short, the Hebrew has the negative form of to love 
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where the Latin has hate. 
Those nov1ces who had managed to free themselves from Fa-
ther Master's gaze so that they might put down the date and, under-
neath, one right belov. the other , First Prelude, Second Prelude, 
already had decided what direction Points would take. In all truth 
they could nut believe their ears. The nov ices v. ere being asked--
Father Master was drawing himself up and almost leaving the floor--
to imag ine not Christ , not even Christ on the Cross. No, the y were 
to return to their front doors or to the rai lroaa station--wherever it 
v.as that they had left their families--and go through again the 
whole business of farewell. It was to De no mere repetition, not 
even a reordering of what had taken place, but something of a crea-
tion in itself. Father Master had never oeen clearer, never had he 
spoken with so much force and rhetorical effect. 
The instructions were very simple. Up to a point nothing was 
to oe changed. Let the fTlembers of the family take the pos itions 
that had been theirs. Make provision for a long pause ana the tick-
ing of the seconds . Fill in any special details. But at the last 
moment, when faces are Deing turned up for a kiss, araw back, yet 
not so far as ro leave some possibility of having been IT'isunder-
stooci; appear to have had to s uppress a cough and hold a handker-
duef half oefore your face v.hile you make known regret with your 
eyes and invite with your head. Then be douoled over, but be sure 
to work your arm and wrist in a gesture of self-deprecation; finally , 
oe up and off with a quick swing of the oody, yet seem as if to 
pause, look back, out keep the handkerchief over your mouth and 
fix your gaze into a stare. 
The novices waited, eager to think that the next words would 
1ullify, would take away, would leave, indeed, that refuge for their 
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feelings which decency enjoins and custom protects. Father Maste~ 
it was plain, however, considered the first prelude to be well behind 
him and was already on the second: ''Ask Our Lord for the grace to 
become as men dead to the World and to love of self, living in Our 
Lord Jesus Christ. " And the novices wrote, as Father Master 
stood large. 
Then there came upon him an odd sort of disorder--a prolonged 
and ciistinct whisting at every breath. While it lasted, Father Mas-
ter had recourse to the pn·e-dieu; and although he clearly wanted 
nothing so much as to bend and relax, he held himself erect. The 
whistling suosided; something of a quiet followed. Father Master 
seemed at first to be merely resting; his head hung low now, he 
leaned forward; but one hand sought his chest, and his face, before 
heart and lungs had begun to work properly again, took on a look of 
suffocation. The smell of earth was strong at that moment--and 
somewhere about was a rubbing noise. It could not have sounded 
nearer. Of whatever making, it was no beast's; here was no dog 
scratching at a pine oox, yet any dew would have been put to 
shame before such persistence . The simplest explanation seemed 
to be that someone was drawing a heavy rosary over a wooden 
surface. 
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Summer Conference 
on the Major Problems 
of the Soviet Russian Empire 
by GEORGE J. PRPIC, Ph.D 
A very successful summer conference, sponsored under the 
auspices of the Department of History and Political Science, was 
held this past July 9, 10, and 11, at John Carroll University. The 
primary objective of this conference was to present vital problems 
of the Bolshevik empire and its satellites discussed by some of 
the foremost scholars and experts in this field. Dr. MichaelS. Pap, 
Assistant Professor of History and Political Science, originated 
rhe idea of this conference. Together with Professor Donald P. 
Gavin, head of the Department of History and Political Science, Dr. 
Pap organized this series of lectures and discussions, the first of 
its kind held at John Carroll University. ''We must not under-
estimate the strength of Soviet Russian and Communist ideas. We 
did that once, after World War II. The result was the Soviets took 
over large areas and now hold captive more than nine hundred mil-
lion persons," stated Dr. Pap in a lengthy article appearing in 
The Catholic Universe-Bulletin, July 3, 1959, which announced 
the coming conference. 
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The Very Reverend Hugh E . Dunn, S.J . , president of John 
Carroll, opened the conference on Thursday, July 9, 1959, at 
10:00 a.m. The program ' s chairman, Mr. Donald P. Gavin, intro-
duced the first speaker. Dr. Robert F . Byrnes, head of the Depart-
ment of History and Direcwr of Russian Studies at Ind ~ana Univer-
sity. Dr. Byrnes' lecture w::. s enn.i:led '' The Status of Soviet anct 
East Central European Studies in the United States of America .. , 
He pointed out that the field of Soviet studies is not fully devd-
oped in the United tares, and proved his assertion with the neces-
sary stausucs. Russian history, stated Dr. Byrnes, did not com-
mence with the Bol shevik Revolution, and that the more one knows 
of the ~ ussian empire, rhe more capable is one to understand the 
current events which take place in that country. 
There are only four major centers of Russian studies in the 
United Stares. There are approximatel y one hundred books that 
approach various phases of thi s subject with any great degree of 
scholarliness. Dr. Byrnes lamented the fact that mos t of those 
who have recei ved the best training in the field have been trained 
for scholarship alone and not to disseminate their knowl edge to 
the public. "The influence of scholarship is almost nil , " here-
marked," although the scholarship itself remains good." 
The problem is largely one of the educators themselves. 
They have to learn to reach more about the rest of the world. 
The Cle veland Press , July 9, 1959, in a printed interview with Dr. 
Byrnes , also quoted this idea of'' re-educating the educator." 
After this lecture and each subsequent lecture, there was a 
period for discussion in which the public participated. During the 
afternoons of Thursday and Friday there were also small group 
discussions which considered the lecture problems in the presence 
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cation of the conquered peoples, oppression and persecution of 
non-Russians, and frequent pogroms against the Jews were some 
of the features of Tzarist Russia. 1Jnder th·e Soviet regime, the 
process of Russification was intensified. Millions of people were 
liquidated., all non-Communist books were burned, and the Russian 
scientific language was imposed, with the Ukrainian language, afo 
ter World War II, regarded as a peasant dialect. Miscalculated 
attempts to regain the liberty during the last war resulted in the 
alternating waves of liquidation and genocide. in all non-Russian 
parts of th~ USSR. Forty years of experience with Russian tech> 
nique s have shown no variation in the ultimate aim of imperialism. 
i t still retains as its aim ·che total amalgamation of other national-
ities with Russia. I.e is up to us, concluded Professor Smal-Stocki, 
to recognize these facts , for the fate of captive nations under the 
R uss1an Communists is presently connected with the fate of the 
entire free world. 
While Dr. Smal-Stocki described the fate of the non-Russian 
nationalities within rh~ Bolshevik empire, another distinguished 
scholar, Dr. Tibor Kerekes, Professor of History at Georgetown 
University and Director of the Institute of Ethnic Studies, gave a 
thorough analysis of the situation in the satellite countries. The 
Rev. Howard J . Kerner , S. J. , Associate Professor of History and 
Political Science, a former student of Dr. Kerekes, pointed out 
while introducing Dr. Kerekes that the latter is well ~ualified to 
speak of the enslaved nations outside Russia, for Dr. Kerekes 
himself is a native of that region. 
The satellite belt was defined as extending from the Baltic 
Sea to the Balkan peninsula, including Communist Yugoslavia, 
with the exception of Greece. Dr. Kerekes repudiated the often-
repeated fallacy and frequently-reiterated Russian claim that the 
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of the speakers. 
The considerably large number of people from the Cleveland 
area and from out of rowr. ~· e:re pleasantl y surprised ro learn thar 
J ohn Carroll University has done a great deal in the .ield of Rus-
sian and East Central European studies , not only in the offering 
of courses, bur also in rhe wrroduction of the John Carroll Cenrer 
of East and Central Europe an Studies, a school organization which 
was initiat ed at the oeginning of the last school year and which 
has offered a large number of well-attended lectures in this fiel d. 
Thus, pointed out Professor Ga~· in, who moderated all the sessions 
of the conference, John Carroll Cni\'ersity holds a unique position 
1n north ern Ohio. with t~e conference itself being a manifestation 
of the interest in thi fi eld of studies on this c ampus. 
Following Professor Byrnes, Dr. Ro man Smal-Stocki , Pro-
fessor of History and Director of rhe Sl av ic Institute, Marquette 
l 'n i,·ersity, lectured on '' ~ationaliry Problems of the Soviet 
Lnion." Dr. Smal-Srocki is the author of numerous books and ar-
tic!.::s on Sla\'ic philologv and Soviet and East E uropean affairs; 
his most recent book is T hf: .\'at ionalit y Froblem of the So viet 
Lnion and Russian Communzst Imperialism (Milwaukee, Bruce, 
1951). The Re•. Joseph Downey, S. J ., Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences , introduced the dis tinguished Ukrainian scholar. 
Dr. Smal- tock i emphasized that the pattern of Russian conquest 
and beha,ior is not jusr a fact that emerges wirh the Soviet em-
pue. He stressed the differences between the Kievan State and 
Russia which grew and developed under the Mongol suzerainty and 
influence. All this stems from the idea of ''~.~:-,,cow , third Rome ," 
a myth in both political an d religious spheres. Thus we have the 
concepts of Holy Russia, Russian Messianism, and P anslavism, 
together with contempt for all Western culture and ideas. Russifi-
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peoples of East Central Europe have governments of their own 
choice. There is one thing that all these enslaved countries have 
in common: an ardent love for freedom and independence. He then 
used the Baltic states, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania; Poland; 
and Rumania as three examples illustrative of the situation and 
problems existing in all the satellites. Further, Professor Kere-
kes' enumeration of many historical facts clearly indicated the 
pattern of Soviet policy toward the satellite countries. ''It is our 
task," he concluded, ''to bring the full force of truth to the free 
world , and let the captive nations know that they have not been 
abandoned.'' 
The second day of the conference dealt more specifically 
with the cultural side of the Soviet question. During the morning 
sessJOn , the speaker was Dr. Michael Pap, who treated the ques-
tion of education in Russia. The tone of the speech was bas ically 
optimistic for the American people. Dr. Pap warned against the 
''three months experts'' who , after the guided tours of Mosco~ 
and Russia, publish books and articles aoundant in distortions of 
the real situation in the USSR. 
The single aim of all Soviet education, stated Dr. Pap, is to 
force the Communist system on the people. It serves parry pur-
poses and it is under complete government control. Marxian phil-
osophy is the oasis of the whole education system. Changes in 
the process of education only show that the parry feels that it will 
be able to achieve oetter its ends under the change. The funda-
mental aim, however, remains the same: to educate the yo uth along 
the lines of party philosophy and to make them useful Soviet citi-
zens. Dr. Pap also explained the Soviet school system and its 
divisions. Despite the much vaunted progress reports, especially 
in the field of science and the supposed educational decentrali-
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z:-ttion, there is much inefficiency in the Russian system of educa-
tion. The Soviet government is trying to create the illusion that all 
is welL In order to offset the influence of parents and friends, 
the Soviets have created new boarding schools where a more pro-
found indoctrination of the youth with party philosophy and prin-
ciples can be effected. Dr. Pap concluded with the recommenda-
tion that the United States has only to adjust its own education 
not to match the Russians, but rather to make it suitable and effi-
cient according to the standards required by good twentieth century 
education. With this aim, the United Stares will have little to fear 
from Russia. 
The Rev. Edward C. McCue, S.J., Dean of the Graduate 
School served as chairman of the noon luncheon s e ssion of Friday, 
July 10. To the large audience present, Fath~r McCue introduced 
the distinguished Byzantine and mediev al s c holar from Harvar.1 
University, the Rev. Francis Dvornik, author of numerous, authori-
tative books and articles dealing with Eastern Europe. Among his 
more outstanding books are The Making of Central and East Europ e 
(London; Polish Research Centre, 1949), and more recently, T he 
Slavs: Their Early History and Civilization (Boston, American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences, 1956). Father Dvornik discussed in a 
well-documented lecture the church and state relations in Russia 
from ancient times to the present day. The Eastern Church, stated 
Father Dvornik, favored autocratic monarchy in a Christian light. 
After the fall of the Byzantine empire, the Russian Church, under 
the protectorship of th~ Tzar, proclaimed Moscow the ''Third 
Rome." Ivan N, who believed that his mission as the true heir 
to the vast Byzantine empire, acquired und{spui:ed control over 
the Church. Thus being closely connected with the state, the 
Russian Orthodox Church was a roo! of the Russian policy After a 
period of persecution, the Orthodox Church gave full support to the 
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Bolsheviks in the 1920's. During the last war it helped to save 
the Soviets from destruction. ''The Russian Orthodox Church in 
Russia has become a tool of the state and is used by Moscow as 
the agency by which non-Orthodox reI igions wi 11 be liquidated," 
said Father Dvornik. He called for more understanding on the part 
of the West, and especially by the Catholic Church, for withour 
proper knowledge of the peculiar relacionship between the Ortho-
dox Church and state, and that of the Byzantine and Mongol herit-
age, it is extremely difficult to understand the true essence of 
Orthodoxy. Approaches aiming at a union of the Catholic and Or-
thodox Churches will be mosr difficult and without any practical 
result in such a case. Presently, Moscow is another ''Rome , " a 
center of world Communism. Using the Orthodox Church as their 
own tool to conquer the world, the Bolsheviks are now attempting 
to gather around the Patriarch of Moscow all Orthodox Churches in 
the satellites and the free world. For chis reason they completely 
destroyed the Uniate Churches in the Ukraine and in Rumania. 
The discussion between Dr. Pap and Father Dvornik on the 
last day of the conference, concerning the importance of the Cath-
olics of the Eastern Rite in bringing about this union of churches, 
gave some additional highlights to the excellent lecture of Father 
Dvornik. 
A young scholar, Dr. John Fizer, Assistant Professor of 
Russian Language ~d Literature, Notre Dame University, con-
cluded the second day of the conference with a lecture entitled 
' 'New Trends in Soviet Literature." Dr. Fizer was introduced by 
Dr. George ]. Prpic, instructor of history at John Carroll Univer-
sity. Dr. Fizer is the editor of a recent book published in Germany, 
Handbook of World Communism, which was attacked by the official 
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Soviet monthly, The Communist, as ''a bible of contemporary anti-
Communism." The speaker questioned even the alleged existence 
of new trends in Soviet literature. According co him there were 
hardly any changes, for the literature of the Soviet Union must ad-
here to the principle of so-called ''socialist realism.' Any devia -
tion from that line is usually punished by expulsion from the Union 
of Soviet Wrirers, imprisonment , or even murder , as was the case 
with many writers with nationalistic concepts, the best exarr.ple 
being the Ukranians. In the ensuing discussion, Dr. Fizer dis-
cussed the popular Nobel Prize-winning book, Doctor Zhivago, by 
Boris Pasternak. It may be summarized that contrary to the naive 
claims of the alleged changes and '' new trends," Soviet litera- j 
ature is still following the basic line of the Soviets: " everything 
for the reconstruction of world Communism" 
On the last day of the conference, the Rev. Wi~liam J. Millor, 
S.J., Exec utive Dean of John Carroll University , introduced the 
final speaker in the series of lectures, Dr. Belti Shah Gilani, Visi-
ting Professor of History at John Carroll University. A noted In-
dian Catholic, one of the prominent figures in the Indian liberation 
movement, a great admirer of Ghandi, a journalist-editor of a Cath-
olic Indian Newspaper, and· a former member of the Indian Delega-
tion to the United Nations, Dr. Gilani has delivered a great number 
of lectures throughout the United States in which he has frequently 
discussed the imperialistic policies of the Soviets in Asia. In the 
presence of some Indian guests and prominent friends, Dr. Gilani 
spoke on • • Soviet Policy in Asian Countries." In his lecture, Dr. 
Gilani objected to the term ''enlightened c~!vnialism" used by 
Dr. Smal-Stocki in the latter's lecture two days before. This aca-
demic controversy was to provide one of the most interesting and 
spirited debates and discussions of the conference. Dr. Gilaoi 
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suessed the necessity of understanding the Asiatics, their way of 
life, and their ideals. In principle they are opposed to any eco-
nomic or other sort of domination in their countries. The Soviets, 
said Dr. Gilani, are using methods used by the former Western im-
perialistic policies, while simultaneously tr)'lng to show the Asi-
atic nations that with the alleged Soviet principle of self-determin-
ation of nations, the Soviet is the Asiatic's best friend. By giv-
ing ideological and economic support of the so-called colonial 
peoples, the Russians hope to achieve their aim in bringing these 
new national states under their influence and supremacy. In this, 
however, stated Dr. Gilani, the Soviets are hardly successful, 
since many Asian leaders realize the dangers of Soviet protection. 
The panel discussion after the Saturday luncheon was the 
climax of the conference. All the conference speakers participated. 
Many explanations and clarifications of various controversial points 
undoubtedly contributed to the scholarly quality of the whole dis-
cussion. It was a v.orthy summation of the whole affair. 
All the paruc1paung scholars expressed themselves very fa-
vorably as to the success, organization, attendance, and the char-
acter of this first conference in the field of Russian studies at 
John Carroll University. All were impressed with the affair as a 
whole, as well as with the general atmosphere of the campus. It 
was indeed a great and profitable experience to have such d.i stin-
guished lecturers on this campus. All are specialists 1n the field 
of Russian history and politics--men who have made a lifetime 
study of Russia and its problems--who are much more qualified to 
speak about the problems of Bolshevism than many of the 1 1 ex-
perts" presently roaming the United States after brief visits to 
Russia. The fact that all sessions were well-attended by students, 
educators, and people from all walks of life speaks for itself. 
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Special mention s ho uld be made here to the p ublicity afforded this 
conference by the Cleve) and newspapers, radio and television, 
which undoubtedly contriouted to the success of this conference. 
Also, the readiness of all the distinguished speakers to answer any 
inquiry, together with their cordial relationship to the organizers 
of the conference as well as to parmcripants have been deeply ap-
preciated and will be gratefully remembered. 
The ourpose of this first conference on Russia and Commun-
ism v. as to make teachers, students, and the general public more 
keenly aware of the true character of Bolshevism, as well as ihe 
differences between Communistic theory and practices. Judging 
by the reaction of the participants and the lecturers as well, one 
may say in all modesty that the summer conference achieved its 
goal. Of such a success, John Carroll University should be proud. 
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Destruction were an eas y thi ng achieved. 
If it disports behi nd a mask , then draw 
T he knife , a nd there's an end. The ear that's cleaved 
From Malchus , finel y calculated slaughters 
Lectures on the science of the claw 
Suggests technique, or demonstrate a way 
But if the whale-thing swims within, no maHer 
Dying is an easy thing , they say 
When anesthetic dulls the stench of one's decay. 
SMD 
The Fine Arts 
and 
the Universities 
by A. WHITNEY GRISWOLD 
Half a century ago it would have been hard to talk about the 
place of fine arts in a university without oegging the question. A 
few institutions of higher learning maintained schools or depart-
ments of architecture, painting, ana music, but these enjoyed hard· 
ly more than squatters' rights among their venerable academic 
neighbors. They had little or no support from a puolic whose taste 
in art was as uncouth as it was untutored and whose attitude to-
ward those who pursued artistic careers was a mixture of misspent 
puritanism and unspent philistinism. '.tithin the universities, the 
fine arts were kept at arm's length by an educational philosophy 
that refused to recognize them as of equal or even comparaole value 
to studies based upon language, literature, and the sciences. Even 
among devotees of art feelings were mixed, with many, probably 
most, practicing artists scornful of its small band of academic 
champions. 
Today the curtain rises on a very different scene. Millions 
of school children busy themselves with painting and music, and 
thousands of young men and women go on to college and carry on 
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their pursuit of art with ardor and academic credit thrown into the 
bargain. In the universities they fi nd architecture, painting, sculp-
ture, the graphic arts , tnusic, and drama competing for their interest 
more vigorously and wirh gre ater success than some of the suojects 
once held in higher acaderr.ic e s tee m. 
To be sure. there are still professors who look upon their 
artistic colleag ues as poachers. ana artists who regard universitie s 
as stiflers of an. Bur the numoer of creative artists who, during 
the past two d ecades, have found congenial homes in our college s 
and universities &iYes ass urance that mutual antipathies have 
yielded to feelings of mutual affinity and that both sides have ac-
cepteci university effort in this field as a fait accompli . Paul Hin-
derr.ith, Dougles .\1oore. ~uincy Porter , Rooert Frost, Archibala 
MacLeish, Rooert Penn ,\ arren , .\lary E ll e n Chase, Walter Gropius, 
and Joseph Aloers are but a fe..., of those artists who have not mere-
ly visited universities for a term or rwo bur have lived and worked 
in them for long periods of their p roductive careers, discovering in 
them nev.: scope for their talents, nev. opportunities for the training 
of their apprentices and che artistic education of their audiences. 
The fine arts have won a o lace in the academic sun. 
The nse of the fine arts in the universltJes has paralleled 
their rise in the nation to the: highest and most promising stag e of 
their developrr.ent. \lay we nor expect the momentum to continue~ 
'We may if we understand what gives that momentum its initial impe-
tus . Many forces conuiouted ro the rise of the fine arts in the 
United States. The greater ease of foreign travel, the efforts of 
collectors and patrons , raaio , the coming of age of American civili-
zation--not to mention the inherent power of great art to plead its 
own case--must all be reckoned arrong those forces along with hig h-
er education. If the univers itie s are to further the progress of the 
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arts they must do more than prov1de hospitality to artists in resl-
dence. They must show that creative art and higher education are 
so closely related as to form an integral process. They must find 
better reasons for the arts in their curriculum than that higher edu-
cation should reflect popular trends or that oecause children study 
art in school they should be able to continue to study it in college. 
The real test is whether or not the universities can satisfy them· 
selves of a mutually profitable relationship oetween creative art 
and liberal learning. 
Creative art is the fulfillment of all approaches to art. Though 
history and criticism are important in themselves and in contexts 
other than the artistic, their ultimate end oug~t to oe the further-
ance of the creative process whether in the individual or in the so-
ciety of which he is a memoer. It is easy to identify the pursuit of 
creative art as a vocational exercise and for universities which of-
fer vocational studies in other subjects to find a ·comfortaole plac~ 
for it under their roofs. But for those who believe, as I do, that a 
distinguishing feature of a true university is liberal learning ana 
who see in that kind of learning one of the university's chief 
sources of strength and reasons for oeing, the position of creative 
art in the curriculum becomes more proolematical. To organize the 
study of art in a vocational school in competition with other voca-
tional schools, whether they are connected with universities or not, 
is one thing. To see it clearly and treat it in vital relationship to 
liberal learning is quite another. If we can do this, having first 
recognized the instrinic supremacy of creative art in its own realm, 
the union of the fine arts and the universities will be ooth enduring 
and fruitful. 
Let us first inquire, then, what interest liberal education may 
have in the fine arts, and carry the inquiry into their creative 
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phase. 
Lioeral education IS supposed co liberate and cultivate a 
man's innate incelleccual and spiri tua] powers. It is not supposed 
to make him into a cool a ut rather co make him the master of tools. 
It is supposed co awaken and strengthen the humanistic achieve-
r.Jen ts of other generations an.J ciYilizacions as well as . of his own, 
and in making chis acquaintance he ac once becomes dependent 
upon art. He uses it in all l iS forms--poetry, drama, the novel, mu-
sic, painting, sculpture. and architeccure--ooth as evidence and as 
interpretation. He emplovs It as an international language, as a 
passport through time ana space, for its aesthetic discipline and 
for the insight it gives him into the meaning of life. Yesterday's 
arcs have forr.Jed the foundation of coday's humanism ever s ince 
the humanists of the iZenaissance red iscovered the arcs of ancient 
Greece and Rome iln.::J ttlUs rera ired the broken thread of ~~:: estern 
ci\'ilization. In chis senst arc is an old, not a new, element in 
lioeral education. 
lf the arts had no r.Jore chan age and tradition behind them 
their posn10n 10 the lJ oeral arcs curriculum of a modern universit y 
would be an honorable one. t\s it is , their posicion is a vital one. 
~otwithscanding the fact chat they must prove their case in an age 
in which the frontiers of science are rapidly expanding and the so-
cial sciences are boldly invadwg fields heretofore within the do-
n~ ain of the arcs, the latter have lost nothing of their usefulness. 
\\ e still turn to them for understanding of the human spirit. In this 
field no science or social science has yet surpassed the intuitive 
geni us of the a:rist. 
But what of art in its creat1ve phase, the phas e that is the 
suojective expression of the individual artist and defies all objec-
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rive categories) I would argue that the presence of the creative 
process alongside the historical and the critical generates a cur-
rent chat gives life to them. We may best appreciate the effec t of 
chat current, perhaps, by imagining what the study of science in 
che universities would be like (or where the sciences would be 
coday) if it were limited to the history of sCience. The studio is 
as essential to the study of the arts as the laooracory is to the 
study of the sctences. Moreover, the discipline imposed oy any 
art grows stronger and more intensive as one strives to master its 
creative process. This discipline is akin to and in many respects 
identical with the d iscipline of the sciences, language, and logic, 
which have oeen the core of the liberal arts si nce their oeginn ing. 
Let us take the case of mustc. In its advanced phases of 
theory--harmony, counterpo int , forrr, melody, orchestration-- and tn 
its history whe n studied in reference to these elements, music re-
presents as v igorous a challenge to the human mind and offers it 
as kee n a d i scipline as any of the subjects conventionall y identi-
fied with liberal educar.ion. It s val ue can be discounted in com-
parison with these only out of ignorance of its true nature or out 
of a false conception of the purpose of l iberal education. There is 
so much music in the air, with so many people listening to it or 
playing it in some form or other, that both of these mistakes are 
frequently made, often by individuals who should know better. 
Of all fantasies none is greater than the notion of the crea-
tive artist in music or any other medium as a capricious Bohemian 
fashioning his works out of humors and hunches. No art worth 
hearing or looking at was ever fashioned in any way other than 
through long and painful submission to one of life 's sternest task-
masters. Few apprentices to that t askmaster ever achieved great-
ness who were not, or did not , make themselves in the process, 
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supremely intelligent. cultured. and even learned men. Just as the 
works of a great artist are useful to liberal education so is the 
process that produces these ~orks, provided only that it oe true to 
the highest canons of Doth education and an and nor a half-baked 
form of either or a specious compromise Der~ een Doth. \l:'e must 
look carefully at all purported demonstrations of the compatability 
or incompatability of education and art. Bad art plus good educa-
tlOD rule out art. Bad education plus good art rule out education. 
Bad art plus bad education may find happy union where ignorance 
is Dliss or -.;·ulgarit) reigns. They are fit companions thar do not 
belong in universities. Good arr and good education are fit com 
p anions that do. 
Thus far ~ ~ ha\·~ considered the interest of liberal educa-
tion in creatiYe arr. Let us nov. consider the interest of creativ~ 
art in liberal eciucation. 
V:e must conced~ at once that great an is produced only by 
individuals endowed wirh great creative gifts and that these are 
Deyond the p ~·er of any educational institution to grant or instill. 
For individuals in whom the gift is prodigious, apprenticeship to a 
master may be preferaoi~ to any form of institutional training. The 
general self-education of the genius usually comes to embrace 
most of what he would ha\·e got through liberal education in col-
lege, and there is no eYidence to prove that he would have got this 
better by the instituti0 n O.: method. .\'evertheless, the creative art-
ist is a human being, and what improves him as a human being v.ill 
improve him as an artist. Through its professional schools, higher 
education can imprO\'e the artist's technical mastery. Equally im-
portant is its power to heir him inteipret e>.:perience by illumina-
ting that experience ~ith th~ lignt of liberal learning. 
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Who could gain more from what has been esteemed for two 
thousand years as the ideal education for the ideal citizen than 
the artist whose genius enables him to reveal the ideal to his fel-
low men and inspires him to lead them toward it' C. P. Snow has 
argued that only by .disciplining--and employing--their intellectual 
powers will novelists be able to prevent their art from declining 
v.hile science flourishes. For this, he says, ''stronger intellects 
and deeper insights" will be needed. The development and en-
couragement of intellectual power and the encouragement of its 
possessors to use it are the business of liberal education. In this, 
liberal education has as much to offer all artists as it has to offer 
rhe members of any profession. 
Funda'!l ental, too, in the creative artist's stake in higher 
education is the enl ightenmenr of his audience. He cannot 1 ead 
men coward the ideal if they will not follow him, and they will not 
follow if they cannot understand him. Great art depends upon great 
patronage of art, whether that be vested in individuals, in groups, 
or in society generally. It depends upon high standards measured 
against universals, upon good taste and informed criticism, upon 
the knowledge and the courage to distinguish good from bad and, 
moreover. upon the provision of resources to support the good. A 
society in which these things do not exist is not so likely to pro-
duce great art or great artists as a society in which they do: we 
can document this from our own history. Thus the education of our 
universi ty undergraduates as future patrons and critics of the arts 
becomes of the utmost importance to the creative artist, and his 
stake in such educ arion proportionate! y increases. 
r. Creative art thus points to higher academic standards for ( 
~ higher education. Great art requires greatness of the listener and 
the beholder as well as of the artist. To understand Bach or Leon-
ardo or Shakespeare, to receive the full benefit of their revelations 
of the ideal, we must rise to their level. .We must know at least 
some of the things they knew, think some of their thoughts, feel 
some of their feelings, even though we cannot ourselves express 
them in forms so sublime. Competence of this kind requires hard 
work, intellectual effort, intelligence, imagination. It does not 
come to us as we passively look at slides or listen to high-fidelity 
recordings. Neither does it come from jejune efforts at creativity 
on the part of individuals to whom the Lord did not vouchsafe the 
creative gift. Though it may be powerfully stimulated by an artist 
in residence, it comes fundamentally from intellectual discipline in 
the contel."t of humanistic learning that is the province of liberal 
education. 
The universities have much to contribute to creative art both 
through their undergraduate colleges of liberal arts and through 
their JXOfessional schools, especially when the latter draw their 
water from the same well of liberal learning as the undergraduate 
colleges. The ancient strife between art and education dies hard, 
but it is dying. The notion that higher education alienates the 
artist from his art can be relegated to the legendary realm of Bohe-
mia, whence it originated. We who love statistics may be inter-
ested, in this connection, in one which I draw from the experience 
of my own university. In days gone by , two types of students used 
to be admitted to its school of music, one fresh out of high school, 
the other after four years of college. In the course of a study that 
resulted in the making ofthe bachelor of arts degree a standard re-
quirement for all admissions, it was revealed that of the school's 
graduates who had taken the B.A. before entering the school two-
thirds were engaged in full-time professional careers in music as 
compared with only one third of those who had entered directly from 
highschool. It may be that the older age and presumably greater 
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maturity of the college graduates were factors in making their deci-
sion in favor of a musical career more firm and lasting. The fact is 
that higher education did not alienate them from their art. 
The artists w residence 1n the universities fortify my con-
clusion. They would not have stayed as long as they have, or as 
contentedly, if they had not discovered fresh fields and pastures 
new, and they would not have produced the works that have sprung 
from their genius in the abode of learning if the latter had seduced 
or distracted them from their an. Arsi non habet inimicum nisi 
ignoranlem runs the proverb--'' Art has no enemy but an ignorant 
man." The universities and the fine arts are natural allies. 
There is every reason for strengthening their alliance and 
for expecting, as we do so, that we shall strengthen both its mem-
bers. And there are particular reasons for doing this now. This is 
a time of anxiety and doubt which undermine the very foundations 
of our faith as a free people. Of all forms of education none has 
fed the roots of that freedom so generousl y as liberal education, 
and of all persons to whom freedom is the very breath of life few 
can compare with the creative artist. Seven years ago Jacques 
Maritain prophesied in his A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, 
'' Despite the conditions of our present state of civilization, so 
hostile to creative freedom, there will always be artists who have 
fortitude enough to turn toward the inner sources and trust in the 
power of the small translucid cloud of poetic intuition. They will 
be able to get out of .. . various entanglements ... and to be un-
selfish in the very awakening of creative subjectivity." Boris 
Pasternak has fulfilled this prophecy. So have countless other 
artists, whose entanglements may not have been as great. 
If those artists can show us how to escape from such entan-
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glements, liberal education can show us how to prevent them from 
being created in the first plac e. Both artists and educators serve 
the cause of individual freedom and for this reason if for no other 
deserve all the support our freedom-hungry society can give them. 
Without their help, though we may not be enslaved by ;ommissars, 
we shall be ground to a spiritual pulp in our headlong passion fo : 
organization. 
Another reason why the universities should stand by and 
strengthen the fine arts is the very one that compels them to 
strengthen the sciences. We are living in a time when science is 
being called upon to save our skins before art can save our souls. 
I do not in the least m1n1m1ze the need to strengthen the sciences 
by every means we can. Yet I am convinced thar science alone, 
unaided by the arts, cannot save us, either as a narwn or as a 
civilization. In both respects our salvation depends not only upon 
our military prowess but also upon our ability to win the confidence 
of the free nations and arouse the hopes of the people of the un-
free. What those peoples think of us will be as important to our 
security as our scientific weapon9--perhaps more important , as it 
could obviate the necessity of employing those weapons in a mu-
tually destructive nuclear war. 
In making up their minds what they think about us, these 
people will judge us by our culture, and in the representation of 
that culture our arts will speak with authority. Already they have 
proved, even in moments of acute international tension and cri sis , 
that they can unlock doors inaccessible to politics and penetrate 
where diplomacy cannot enter. They spe~ rne universal language 
of humanity. It is peculiarly appropriate at this critical juncture 
in our history that our universities should make their voices heard 
in that language and contribute in full measure to the great purpose 
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it serves. 
' 'Primitive art," writes Doctor Zhivago , ' 'the art of Egypt, 
Greece, our own--it 1s all , I think, one and the ·same art through 
thousands of years. You can call i t an idea, a statement about 
life, so all-embracing that it can't be split up into separate words; 
and if there is so much as a particle of it in any work that includes 
other things as well, it outweighs all the other ingredi ents in ·sig-
nificance and turns out to be the essence, t he hean and soul of the 
work." 
''A statement about life, so all-embracing that it can't be 
split up into separate words" would make a very good definition of 
liberal education. We must not deny that education to our artists, 
and we must cenainly not deny to education that which reveals 
''the essence, the heart and soul of the work." 
£ATURD'~ LOOK LA'Dit.S E.~ENitJ(T 1-\0Mt 
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On Contemplating a Death Mask of Napoleon I 
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Pensive eyelias shut 
Above a handsome mouth 
Blackened-bronzed cheeks stretched but untwitching 
In death as at J en a ana L'lm 
Blasted frost which howl-haunted the Beresina 
And severed furrow s in your brow 
Still lingering after a split spirit 
Has leapt from the damp and foggy rocks of Helena 
Into the unci a sped arms of night 
Lips yer tightened in frozen lines 
Since your folds of cuirassiers were ploughed 
By Blucher's scalding hot belated cannon 
ink into the bronze signore 
Your death-grip 
This horrid tearing rigor-morris release 
And force your smooth and tired face 
To blacken funher into dust 
Loving and caressing with quickened smiles 
Death and after-twilight 
Shun not your spirit 
Lest I v.ho pray my mask 
Be never fashioned 
Fondle t he cruel belief 
That a living soul must ever bed with pain 
THOMAS CORR 
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uMurmur of Maternal 
Lamentation . .. " 
--T. S. Eliot, Wasteland, 367. 
by ELEANOR SLIVERS 
• 'You know--you're getting terribly old," she said, squinting 
into the mirror with its perpetual steam-like haze. The almost lip-
less image smiled back at her rather dasly. •' You have frightful 
wrinkles all around your eyes." The rather sunken eyes blinked 
·s(veral times. "It's really no wonder they don't hire you;" she 
muttered through a barrage of almost-white face powder," they want 
someone young and pretty. But then } ·sometimes wonder," arti-
culated the lips as she swathed them in an unmerciful red, • • maybe 
those gangster unions have something to do with it. Everytime I go 
to an agency, they hire me for only a few days and then let me go. 
I'm sure it's them." She began to pull at the thin gr~y hair, now 
patting it with her hand, now passing the comb through it. '• Just 
yesterday Jean told me she's been on.her job fro~p the agencyfor 
0 ver a month. 
against me." 
They always have seemed to have had something 
She abruptly ceased combing her hair when she glanced at the 
clock. • • Today' s my last day and I can't be late. 1 can't let them 
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accuse me of anything. It seems that no one cares for a poor woman 
all by herself. Maybe if I bad stayed with George-no, forget about 
that.'' 
She walked rather absentl y from the wash stan.i and began 
straightening the little room. • • I must remember to get somethint; 
for supper tomorrow and-oh, I wish Mrs. Carson wouldn't play her 
TV so early in the morning If it's not late at night then it's enough 
to get you out of a sound sleep ! That reminds me--she'll be col-
lecting the rent tomorrow. Maybe she'll wait for it. Maybe she 
won't be like the last couple of land! adies. She's a queer one, 
though--she and her son always sneaking .!round, almost spying on 
me. They're always nice to my face , but I've heard them talking . .. 
l bn they're trying to cook up some scandal al::out me." 
One more glance at the clock sent her quickly to the other 
side of the room where she put on a coat of heavy black stuff , pin-
ned a small black straw hat onto her head and picked up a large im-
itation-leather handbag and left her apartment. 
She went down the narrow steps with the loose runners, talk-
ing to herself. It was always easier to think out loud. • • Tonight I 
have to go see Alice and Joe and the kids. I wonder how those 
grandchildren of mine are-if Sally still has her cold--if Jim is do-
ing well in school. . . . But it takes so long to get there--all those 
ugly busses, and it's so cold." She stepped out into the glaring 
heaviness of another winter day. 
It was 5:05 that afternoon, nearly ciark, and all the offices 
were emptying. She stood waiting for a bus, shifting on one foot "' 
and then on the other to escape the freezing slush. The day had 
been a usual one--several insults hurled at her, but she had affect-
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-ed not to notice. She was thinking: ''They seem to like to pick on 
unprotected women. I'm sure it's the union's fault that they told me 
ncx to come back. I do my work well enough. Goodness knows that 
typing came hard enough to me at night school. I'm no fool--I can 
see well enough what's happening. It's just too bad when a woman 
has no family to live with, when everyone wants to take advantage 
of her. Of course married children have to live their own lives ... " 
The bus arrived, interrupting her thoughts and sending a large 
spray of diny half-melted snow onto the hem of her coat. She tried 
to bend over and brush it off, but the crowd coming off the bus and 
those trying to board it almost knocked her over. She felt pressed 
in and suffocated and vainly tried to preserve some dignity in as-
cending the steps. The driver scowled at her when she asked for 
change; there were some impatient scufflings behind her until she 
moved down the aisle and by chance found a seat. She sat down 
very lightly on a third of the seat and began to scrutinize the adver-
tisements, the people, and the bus in general. She stated at the riv-
ulets of water which were running up and down the rubber floor cov-
ering every time the bus moved. She thought how silly it was for 
that girl over there--evidently a college student--to be wearing those 
horrid long black stockings when there were so rna ny other pretty 
things to wear. She glanced very briefly at a mother and her little 
son, but her eyes did not rest on them for long. She noticed an ad-
venisement for reducing pills which said: '' A sure way to be pop-
ular and gain desirable friends," and thought she would give them 
a try. 
Before long she began casting little side glances at the woman 
sitting next to her. She noticed her crisp blue-grey curls, the crin-
kly softness of her Fer sian 1 amb co at, and all the hand stitching on 
her white gloves. She was seized with a great desire to talk-just. 
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to communicate with someone. She cleared her throat rather nerv· 
ously and began. ''We've really had a cold spell, haven't we?" 
The ice blue head turned toward her. 
''Why, I was just saying at the office today that the ice must 
be four inches thick on the sidewalks." 
"Yes, 1 guess you're right," replied her partner. The head 
resumed its rigid straight-forward position. 
''We have a man on our street right next to my boarding house 
and I'm sure he leaves his ice purposely so that someone can fall 
and D.lrt himself. . . . Aod I know he doesn't like me." 
"Yes, there are peq>le like that . 
vo.ice. It moved closer to the window. 
" said the unthawed 
She didn't seem to notice the movement, however, and warming 
to the subject began to talk in a low voice, almost to herself. '• I 
knew he didn't like me from the moment 1 suggested to him that 
someone is liable to get hurt on his ice. He just looked very coldly 
at me aed said that it was his property and he v.uuld do what he 
pleased with it. Now he won't even say hello to me .... " 
Her seat mate murtered a hasty ' ' that's too bad,'' excused 
herself and went to the rear of the bus, from which she descended at 
the next stop. 
Now she had the whole seat to herself, but it felt big and wide 
and she wished someone would come to sit beside her. She then 
made the discovery that the man across the aisle seemed to be star-
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ing at her. He looked rather disreputable, but she toyed with the 
idea of talking to him. She discarded it though by telling herself of 
the impropriety of the situation. 
It was near! y time for her to get off the bus. She rose, rang 
the bell, and went toward the rear. The doors opened, and she step-
ped out into the cold again. There was only one more bus to take, 
and it came within ten minutes. This time it was really dark, and 
there were very few people aboard. The few who were there sat hud-
dled inside their coats. looking neither to the left nor to the right. 
She, too, sat inside her coat until she saw her stop. 
''I wonder if they'll be there to meet me," she thought. ''I 
suwose, though, that they're very busy getting supper ready." She 
slowly descended the bus steps while the driver looked at her very 
impatiently from his rear view mirror. The wind searched all the 
c:••lf ty corners of the street for particles of old snow to hurl against 
her glasses. She began to walk very gingerly on the slippery side-
walks. It seemed quite a while until she saw her daughter's bouse. 
Sht: very slowly ascended the front steps and rang the bell . 
Squealing youngsters ran to the door and threw it open. Her 
grandchildren began jumping on her in their joy, asking what she 
haci brought them. 
' 'Children, behave yourselves," came Alice's voice from the 
kitchen. ''Mother, hang up your coat in the hall closet and come in 
here.'' 
She did as she was told and walked into th.;: kite hen. ' 'Is 
there anything I can do to help?" 
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''Why, yes--if you want to. There's salad to be made and the 
table has to be set-that is, if you're not too tired." 
"Oh no," she replied, "not at all." She began to cut up to-
matoes almost immediately. 
''How is your job situation?" began Alice. 
''Well, today was my last day and I just dread tomorrow. I'll 
have to go to the unemployment bureau, where all those gangsters 
just sit around and watch you. ... " 
''Mother, you aren't gomg to stan on that routine again, are 
you?" 
''But it's true! You have to know someone to get a job. They { 
have to OK you. " 
''It's time to eat. Please call the children. Joe should be 
down any minure." Alice straightened up from the stove with the 
roast. ' ' Mother, will you please put this on the table?'' 
She took the platter and walked slowly into the dining room. 
The children were already there, squabbling over their places. Joe 
came down the stairs, smelling of after-shave lotion. ' ' Hi, Mother, 
how are you?'' 
She smiled a worn ·smile and was about to tell him, but he 
turned toward the kitchen and called, ''Alice, I'm down." 
''Good," came the reply, ''sit down and I'll be right there." 
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Alice came in and they all sat down. There was a long period 
of silence during which even the children contented themselves with 
just eating. With the meal nearly finished and the children becom-
ing restless in anticipation of dessert, Joe began awkwardly, • • How 
bas your landlady, Mrs. Carson, been lately, Mother?" 
"Just this morning she had her TV set on ... , 
• • No, I mean , she hasn't asked you to leave yet has she?" 
interrupted Joe. 
"No-not yet--but I'm thinking of moving myself. I don't like 
the woole atmosphere in that house-always spying ... .. 
It was Alice who interrupted this time. ''You're not really 
going to move again, are you? That's ridiculous--we can't even 
keep track of you anymore . . When someone asks me where you live, 
half of the time I have to say I don't know. lt'·s very bad." She 
stopped and then glanced nervously at her husband. ''Don't you 
think it's time you told her, honey?" 
''I'm not sure I should," be said, •' after all, she's your ... " 
''All right, I'll tell her. Mother, Joe has received a promotion 
which means we'll have to move-probably to California," Alice 
~aid in a single breath. 
• 'How wonderful for you both," she said and paused. ''When 
v.ill you leave?" 
''In about two weeks," said Joe briskly. 
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" We do n't v. ant you to v.orry about us Mother," said Alice, 
ris ing from the table.'' and v.e'll write to you very oft en. " 
'' And v.:e want you co behave .\!other," smil ed Jo e, '' and not 
go mov m g everv fev. "'eeks, and not worry about the ' gangsters' so 
much. " 
She shook her head in silence, looking hurt, and rose to hdp 
with the dishes. :\lict: studied her closely as she entered the kit-
chen. ''Don't take it so bad \!other--we're only doing this to betrer 
Joe's position." 
''I understand comrl("rely," she said. ''Only it will be so 
lone! y. " 
'' ,\!other , fo r gooaness 5.ake, you have to think of others, you 
kno v.." 
''Yes, I kno:;. . " 
The dishes v.ert- finished Y.ichin a short time and it was time 
to go home. Joe offered ro v..a!k her co the bus stop but she thought, 
'' 1 know he doesn't reallv v.anr to--he's just being polite," so she 
refused and said she could go alone. 
J oe and Allee v.a!ked her to the door; the children were up-
s tairs. S he stood there a fe w momen ts thi nking and chen said, 
' ' What if I s hou ld die v. hile yo u' re gone ?" 
'' Ob Mo- ther. " sa id A lice and the doer shut behind her. 
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Bus Ride 
The lights which filter by are ghosts of death 
Which rise to hunger-haunt me in the ni ght 
And others seem as jewels 
Studding a blackened city 
While the supple body of a young girl 
Fal l s limp in sleep against my shoul der 
I feel not her surrendering sighs 
Nor heed the gentl e falling of her breast 
But see through Pl monic gloom 
Sheets of fire violate the sky 
And furiously blast the void 
And die away in disillusionment 
Waiting for their oil to burn again 
Is it a maze of substance or pretense 
\\ hich seeks to force the listener's sickened heart 
Lulled into reverie 
By the monodic hum of an engine 
And an elongated chalk-stripe 
Cleaving the meridian of the road 
And longing somewhere to end 
As when she awakens 
And with a confident half-smile says 
Thanks for the shoulder 
THOMAS CORR 
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The Function 
of a 
University Theatre 
by the Rev. R. J. SCHNEIDER, S.J. 
Sakini: 
Not easy to learn, 
Sometimes painful. 
But pain makes man think. 
Thought makes man wise. 
Wisdom makes life endurable. 
So .... 
--Teahouse of the August Moon, Act I, Scene 1 
Sakini's unaffected wisdom in John Patrick's Teahouse of 
the August Moon suggests an academic prayer that has often oc-
curred to me: '' 0 God, carve out my shallowness. Amen." For the 
function rof a university is basically that. From the first textbook 
you gingerly skim before the opening class to the furious schedule 
you tie yourself to before examinations, the effort is always the 
same. Dig, detail, digest, develop. Dig deeper, detail and digest 
more, develop further. And so on into the night. This academic 
''pain" leading to some kind of wisdom is really the intrinsic 
action proper to a university. Stated in the formal language of a 
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catalogue the insrirurwn aJCns to awaken and discipline the mature 
mind: to open, excite , and refine the heart and moral sense of each 
generation. Grammatical!~· speaking, I suppose the code symool of 
a university shoulo oe a series of question marks leading to an ex-
clamation point. F rom the freshman who hasn't quite forgotten 
rock-and-roll to rne entrenched professor v. irh the four-oook crook 
in his arm the preoccupation is still the same: question, read , dis-
cover, discuss, create, criticize what is valuable in art and sci-
ence. These disciplines of mine and spirit release the powers of 
individuals ro seek, e.>.:plore, and perfect themselves and their 
environment. 
A theatre in such a milieu properly imitates and recreates 
this action. Aristotle aefineci drama as the imitation of an action. 
If a university· splays could oe summarily characterized, their" im-
itation" should oe the public, emotional , and artistic expression of 
the Univ ersity itself. V: armed-over Broadway and box-office spec-
taculars , however palatable, are not the meat of campus drama. 
A university 1s a hotoed of ideas; the theatre there puts them 
on the stage. A universirv asks questions; its theatre personalizes 
them in the lives of men ana v.omen. A university transmits tradi-
tional culture: the curtain rises and the classics enter stage right. 
A university poses the Noblem of evil; her theatre gives it flesh 
and blood. A university thinks; the stage is the human arena of 
d emonstrated argument . A university awakens the mind and spirit; 
a un iversity theatre dramat izes the shocking impact of s uch ao 
awak ening in a living human i ndividual . 
Ethics classe s te ach what the un iversi ty has to say of life : 
of good and evil , of murder, pr ic e , p ass ion, inces t . Bur Oedipus in 
bloody rears on stage is a rerr iole and li vi ng lesson torn fro m 
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cruth' s textbook. Theology courses explore the profound relation-
ship of God to man in an imperfect world. Graham Greene's The 
Living Room and The Potting Shed thrust this crucial, even cruci-
fying involvement before the naked eye. Sociology and economics 
ceachers lecture on the art and science of human and industrial re-
lations. In Elmer Rice's Street Scene and Eugene O'Neill's The 
Hairy Ape we hear the cry of humans made inhuman by life and la-
bor. Literary examinations test the critical appreciation of the 
highest thoughts I of men crystallized in the . music of language. 
When the curtains open the university auditorium echoes with Mar-
lowe's mighty line in Doctor Faustus. Philosophy and psychology 
marshal the arguments for the immortality of the soul, and Hamlet 
muses: ' ' ... for in that sleep of death what dreams may come ... " 
All these comparisons are not meant to extol theatre art as 
somehow superior to other academic disciplines. My purpose is to 
clarify the true function of this institution in a liberal ans univer-
sity. Not preoccupied with the crushing necessity of a cash-regis-
ter hit, the university theatre re-presents the cultural life and ac-
civicy of a responsible seat of higher learning. Unlike Hollywood 
and Broadway, campus drama is not a business. It is the job of a 
Broadway director to deliver a box-office success by mediating 
between the playwright's imagination and public expectation. It 
is the job of a university director to bring out the intrinsic values. 
This serious function of theatre as a liberal art does not 
mean, however, that college plays must be dull. Drama that does 
not move and excite an audience is simply not drama. University 
theatre must be true theatre spoken in che language and forms that 
are proper to it. College directors, actors, and playwrights must 
function in the manner of the theatre. 
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evertheless there ts an appropriateness tn a university be-
coming a patron of this art. Institutions of higher learning are 
places of creativity and discovery. Their theatres are admittedly 
a r ateur and eXT'eri r- ental. l"r.iversities. too . are not ~u-,....osed to 
make money. They are supposed to present new ideas to the stu-
dents as springboards for contemplation. Ir was most proper tha ~ i 
Existentialism was not onlv oiscusseci w a seminar last year z.t 
John Carroll University, out also rhar Gabriel Marcel's Funeral 
Pyre , wirh irs professor-audience dialogue, ran for a week-end in 
early March. New authors can oe introduced in a university thea-
tre. Ideas can be tried our, can enter rhe arena and struggle to 
stand up ... and this without the splash, financial risk, and brash-
ness of a Broadway opening. It is perhaps significant that Eugene 
O'Neill , Tennessee ~illiams, and Arthur Miller began their play-
writing careers at Harvard, Yale, and the University of Michigan, 
respectively. As Francis Fergusson says in his book, The Human 
Image zn Dramatic Literature, 
... the universities are among our more useful patrons 
of artists, including theatre artists. The academic thea-
tre provides a sort of subterranean continuity for our 
theatre, cultivating ItS skills, remembering its re-
sources past ana present, and tiding it over the periods 
when the recurrent off-Broadway movements dry up. And 
when, as now, a new movement starts, it is fed largely 
from the university theatres. 
1ot only playwrights, but also the various forms of theatre 
can and should oe attempted in the coli ege environment. Pantomime 
dance , lighting, decor, and music are the ianguage of drama and 
should not be thought heretical when some new form of expression 
should not be thought heretical when some new form of expression 
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-in them IS resented. Arena s tag ing, readers' theatre. television 
aaaptat ions, and radio p lays fit "'-ell within the scope of a univer-
sity' s effo rts. These forms show the possioility of ''hat theatre 
ex-perience can be or become in a modern cultured community. 
A un iversity i s al so a place of re-aiscovery. Li oe ral educa-
tor s are supposealy tr ying tO leaci the s tudent to the sources of our 
tradition through the srudy of some of ir s masterpieces. l~ ' hen a 
university theatre attempts Shakespeare, Arist~phanes , or Moliere, 
another classic is dusteci off the shelf and the production restores 
it to its proper life again. The direct language of thearre, memo-
rized , performed, anci attended to, demands a first-hand involvement 
with a great mind and spirit. Such an encounter, v.hen successful, 
is a rrue educational growth, first in the actors and the irr.agined 
scene and r.;ovement of the play as a whole, and then in the re-
sponse of the audience. It is true that the theatre experience is an 
emotional one. B ut the emotion in a play well done stirs contem-
plation. For ''the heao does not hear anything until the heart has 
listened, and what the heart knows today the heaci will understand 
tomorrow.'' Or as Saki ni p uts it , ''pain makes man think , Thought 
makes man "'- ise." 
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Dialogue 
PARTICIPANTS: 
R. JOSEPH SCHORK, Ph. D. --PRO 
FRANK Y ARTZ, --CON 
When the question of relaxing the Latin language requirements 
came up at the last National Jesuit Educational Association meet· 
ing, the representatives gave permission to member institutions to 
experiment with a non- Latin A. B. program. The Association did 
not specify what courses were to be offered in place of the Latin 
requirements. The new program , however, must emphasize the clas· 
sical heritage on which the trad.it ion al liberal arts education is 
based. 
The new Carroll Bulletin lists four Latin language courses as 
a requirement for the A.B. degree. The question: Should the four 
semesters of Latin courses required for anA.B. degree at Catroll be 
dropped? 
All statements made here are not authoritative answers. No 
official administrative action has been taken or is immediately con-
templated. 
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RESOLVED: THE LATIN REQUIREMENT FOR AN A.B. DEGREE 
AT JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY SHOULD BE 
DROPPED 
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION IN REGARD TO THE PROPOSED PLAN 
OF DROPPING THE FOUR SEMESTERS OF LATIN REQUIRED 
FOR AN A.B . DEGREE? 
PRO: 1 believe that dropping the four semesters of Latin re-
quired for an A.B. degree would be an expansion of the 
traditional Jesuit program rather than an excision of use-
less curricular impedimmts or a relaxation of too strin-
gent academic norms. 
CON: I believe that in dropping the four semesters of Latin re-
quired for an A.N. degree, not only would the quality of 
the degree itself be lowered, but also fewer students 
would take Latin language courses. 
WHY DO YOU OR DO YOU NOT THINK A CHANGE SHOULD BE 
MADE? 
PRO: I am shocked at the relatively few student who annual-
ly elect the University's A.B . program. Though the num-
ber of arts students is definitely increasing, it is still 
pitifully small. Now, since I am convinced that a liberal 
arts education is best, since John Carroll University re-
gards the A.B. as its prestige liberal arts program, and 
since there are certain students who have valid reasons 
for shunning the U Diversity's present program, I support 
a change. 
CON: I think that it is a serious error to change the nature of 
the degree bee a use few students register for La tin 1 ao-
guage courses. The nature of the degree itself is not 
faulty L>ecause few students elect the A.B. program. If 
any new plan is to be established, I would rather see 
that (1) the University encourage high school students 
with a classical background to go to John Carroll Univ-
ersity; (2) thar counsellors examine records of incoming 
students arxi encourage those who have studied Latin in 
high school to pursue our A.B . program. 
WHY DO SO FEW STUDENTS TAKE LATIN COURSES TN 
COLLEGE' 
PRO: The high schools have, generally speaking, betrayed the 
liberal arts colleges. With few exceptions, these ''life-
laboratories" do not equip their graduates to handle the 
traditional liberal arts courses and very little can be 
done about it. Professors of classical languages should 
not, therefore, rush to bolt the Augean stables after the 
horses have fled, be cause some students who have ap· 
plie{l themselves to the classics with less than Hercule-
an vigor, as well as those who have completely neglect-
ed these subjects, might well shy away from a tradition-
al A.B. program at John Carroll University. I am not 
convinced that the study of rudimentary Latin or Greek 
is a necessary prerequisite for a liberal education. Again, 
there is the stu::! eor who wants a liberal arts background 
along with the necessary technical training for his cho-
sen profession. Unless this student is a relatively ac-
complished Latinist before he reaches college, his univ-
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ersity training in the classics will scarcely introduce 
hin, to the · literary masterpieces of Rome and Greece. 
The philosophy major oc the history major who has never 
studied Latin has neglected an important phase of his 
education. Is it not the duty of the college to attempt to 
introduce such a student to the literature and culture of 
the past? The suggestion that such an introduction is 
effected by basic amo, amas, amat courses seems to me 
to be absurd. 
CON: The fact that high schools have betrayed liberal arts col-
leges is not the main reason that few students elect the 
A.B . program. There are many students woo are uninter-
ested in both Latin and the liberal arts. A good number 
of students majoring in fields other than the arts do not 
have pl ace in their schedule s for extra arts courses. 
Many sci eo ce students now must take courses in summer 
school to graduate in four years. 
Rather than complain about the poor job done by high 
schools, let us work with what we have. There are a 
good number of students at this University who have 
taken Latin in high school, but who realize too late in 
the it college career that they want an A .B. degree. 
These students should have been properly advised be-
fore they registered for their first college course. 
For those students who want a liberal arts background 
and have not studied Latin in high school, the Univer-
sity, at present, offers college courses in beginning La-
tin. Courses of this type introduce the student to ruore 
than the rudiments of Latin. In two years, four years of 
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high school Larin is studied. The student muse also 
take two upper division Larin courses for his A. B. de-
gree. The student who wanes a liberal arts background 
but does nor desire to rake the prescribed Larin courses 
should ncx be graO!:ed an A.B. degree. 
WHAT TYPE OF PROGRAM , IF ANY, SHOULD BE SUBSTITUTED? 
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PRO: l should like to see well-planned, imaginative, difficult 
courses in anci enr history, Greek and Roman classics 
in translation, history of philosophy, world drama, and 
masterpieces of Christian literature made parr of John 
Carroll's regular curricular offerings. Every effort 
would be made to insure that such courses would be re-
garded as an essential part of the University's prestige 
program-the A. B.--and that high standards of instruc-
tion and student response be maintained. Thus, the stu-
dents who wane the A.B. (and they do), yet fear Larin 
(and they do ). will have the OfPOrtunity of investigating 
the Western cultural heritage on the university level 
through the medium of accurate , intelligent, modern trans-
lations. These courses must not degenerate into" sur-
veys." Directed reading of the I! iad and the Odyssey, 
a dozen Greek dramas. and Plato's Republic is , in my 
opinion, much more liberal than a sketchy analysis of 
the eo tire corpus of Greek literature. 
CON: To grant an A.B. degree to students who have not taken 
some courses in the Latin language is to fall away from 
the cultural tradition identified with the A.B. degree. At 
present, John Carroll University offers courses in Larin 
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lil:eraturein translation. These courses are excellent, 
but are not a substitute for Latin 1 anguage courses, 
since a true understanding of Latin literature cannot be 
obtained unless courses in the language are taken. A 
translation can hardly portray the mood and style for 
which Latin literature is famous. I can never imagine a 
course in Latin poetry being taught only in translation. 
Such a course would make Horace and Carullus seem 
very dry, if not entirely uninteresting. ReneDescartes, 
in his Discourse on Method, brings out the value in stud-
ying language: ''As regards language. To hold 
converse with those of other ages is almost, as it were, 
to travel abroad; and travel, by making us acquainted 
with the customs of other nations .... " Unless a stu-
dent becomes acquainted with the customs and ideas of 
the Latin culture through a study of the literature in the 
original language, he is not a true liberally educated 
man. 
IF THE FOUR REQUIRED COURSES WERE DROPPED, WHAT 
WOULD BECOME OF LATIN LANGUAGE COURSES? 
PRO: I have already mentioned expansion as the prime attri-
bute of the new arts curriculum. The non-Latin courses 
would not eliminate the traditional courses. Students 
with an adequate secondary preparation would be strong-
ly advised to register for Latin language courses. To 
students hoping to do graduate work in philosophy, Eng-
lish, the advantages of college- l evel courses would be 
stressed. Translation courses can whee an mqulSittve 
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scholar's appetite. .A course in classical drama might 
well inspire a dedicated student to major in classics. If 
the ambitious grammar school programs in foreign lan-
guages prove successful, a rebirth of .America's ''lan-
guage" sense seems to be in the offing. Latin will cer-
tainly share in this revival. Thus potential teachers 
and potential scholars will demand that the linguistic 
course be kept in active service. At the present time, 
the Department of Classical Languages at John Carroll 
University offers a course in both Latin and Greek lit-
erature in translation while the enrollment in both Greek 
and Latin language courses steadily climbs. One need 
not destroy the other. Latin literature scarcely needs 
the assistance of ' 'absolute requirements" to prove 
its merit. 
CON: Few students would register for Latin courses if the four 
semester requirements were dropped. Fewer students, 
even those who have studied Latin in high school, would 
be inclined to fulfill the .A.B. requirement with norrLatin 
courses. .As it is, many students who have taken Latin 
courses in high school shy away from Latin language 
courses in college. 
If Latin stands a chance of being offered in our grammar 
schools, it is ridiculous to drop the Latin requirements 
for an .A.B. degree. The reason for the revival of Latin 
in grammar school proves to us that educators are be-
ginning to realize the importance of Latin language 
courses. These educators realize that one cannot get a 
true liberal education (an .A.B. education) unless one has 
studied Latin authors in the original language. That 
forty-eight 
more students have taken Latin literature courses in 
translation and caused an increased enrollment in Latin 
1 anguage courses proves that more students have come to 
realize it is necessary to study Latin literature in the 
original language to be a le to understand and appreciate 
the literature itself. 
Presented above are two competent views. This issue is 
not closed; the Staff of The Quarterly would appreciate 
comments from the readers in regard to the ''Dialogue." 
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